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BIPOLAR ORDER

DEBUT ALBUM
BIPOLAR ORDER - DUALITY
The album was released by Allegro Records in October
2019 and supported by all major Polish jazz media.

DISTINCTIONS
The album was among three most interesting debuts of 2019 on
the Focus On Debut list oganized by the Polish-Jazz.blogspot.com.
It was also listed in the RisingStar-Band category on JazzForum's
2019 readers poll. In addition, both band leaders were among the
most appreciated instrumentalists in their instrumental categories
- jazz guitar and tenor saxophone.
In May 2020, the album was selected as "Record of the Week" by
RadioJAZZ.FM.

ABOUT THE BAND
Two equal leaders - a young father and a Kashubian.
Completely different inspirations - on one hand today's
jazz scene of New York, on the other folk music with
elements of open improvisation. A clash of two different
energies that evolves into something completely new and
unknown.
Bipolar Order is a Polish jazz band based in Warsaw,
formed in 2018 by saxophonist Mateusz Chorążewicz and
guitarist Jakub Żołubak. The group’s repertoire consists of
original compositions of both musicians, whereas the
uniqueness results from a conception in which each
instrument is treated equally, which emphasizes the unity
and coherence of the music.
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DUALITY

OFFICIAL ALBUM TEASER

LABORATORIUM MUZYCZNYCH FUZJI
"Thanks to the structural and technical opposites,
the album is much more dynamic and less
predictable, and at the same time it is not artificial,
which is so common in debuts. The whole album is
stylistically well arranged and presents a high
musical level throughout, especially in terms of
melodic intrigue(...)."

RAFAŁ GARSZCZYŃSKI
JAZZPRESS, RADIOJAZZ.FM
"Bipolar Order is an original project, it's hard
to compare the band's music directly to any
world famous group. Finding your
own, different voice already on the debut
album is a great success."

ADAM BARUCH - THE
SOUNDTRACK OF MY LIFE
"(...) the album is still quite impressive
considering it’s a debut and taking into
account the excellent compositions it
presents. It should be of interest for many
listeners, especially those who still have not
lost hope in the possibility that Fusion can
produce interesting music today. All in all well
done!"

JAROSŁAW KUREK
"For all members of the quartet, the
knowledge of tradition and solid artistry
comes with the incredible ability to surprise
the listener, create variability of plans and
moods. We listen and wait with growing
curiosity wondering where they will take us to
in the next song; in aminute; in a moment."
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